
The Corpus Christi Parish Confirmation Program 2020-2021 

❖ Our Confirmation program is a two year program. 

❖ The first year of the program, otherwise known as Confirmation Phase I, is ordinarily to be accomplished 
by attendance in an eighth grade program either in the Faith Formation program of the candidate’s parish 
or in parochial school. 

o The eighth grade program for the Corpus Christi parish will be online this year.  The program is 
called Called to Mercy (https://www.calledtomercy.com).  It consists of ten online learning 
modules. The class will be moderated by our Confirmation Phase I teacher Mr. Michael Romeo.  
More information about the program will be sent to Phase I students and their parents upon 
receipt of their registration form and registration fee.  The start date of the program is Sept. 27, 
2020. 

❖ The second year of the program, otherwise known as Confirmation Phase II, has three parts none of which 
is optional: 

o An online component to be completed in conversation with a confirmed adult, respected by the 
candidate.  

o A daylong retreat.   

o A capstone project demonstrating the candidate’s knowledge of the Faith and commitment to serve 
the parish and/or the community 

❖ Ordinarily Confirmation will take place at the end of the two year preparation and ordinarily in the spring 
of the candidates’ ninth grade year. 

❖ The Community welcomes older High School age students to complete the program. While it too will be a 
two year program the first year will be customized for their age and level of understanding the Faith. The 
second year will be the same as above. 

❖ The program’s intent is to facilitate communication between candidates and committed adults on topics of 
the Faith, to encourage personal reflection in the process of preparing to receive the sacrament of 
Confirmation and to seek a personal connection between knowledge and action. 

Online component: 
❖ Candidates will follow the online equivalent of the Decision Point Confirmation program on their own 

time table, which is found at https://dynamiccatholic.com/confirmation/view- program/.  

❖ Candidates are required to write a 250-word response to each of the twelve online sessions. The responses 
should reflect what they’ve learned, what inspired them, and how the teachings apply to their life.  

o The twelve sessions may be completed on the candidate’s own time table so long as responses to 
Sessions 1-4 are completed and sent to confirmation.corpuschristi@gmail.com by December 13, 
responses to Sessions 5-8 are completed and sent to the above email address by February 21, 
responses to Sessions 9-12 are completed and sent to the above email address by May 2. 
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Confirmation Retreat: 
❖ The date, time and location of this year’s retreat is: Sunday, May 16, 2021, 11:30am.-3:00pm. in St. 

Joseph’s Church hall. The Confirmation rehearsal follows immediately after the Confirmation retreat in 
St. Joseph’s Church from 3:00pm.-4:30pm. (Please note that this date is tentative as issues surrounding 
COVID-19 could cancel or put everything on hold again.) 

o Please note: Participation in the Confirmation retreat is mandatory.   All Confirmation Phase II 
students are expected to be present for both the Confirmation retreat and the rehearsal. The 
sponsors of the Confirmation Phase II students (or a designated proxy) are expected to be present 
for the Confirmation rehearsal. 

Capstone Project: 
❖ The “Capstone Project” (CP) may be satisfied by a community service project required by some other 

institution (school, scouts, etc.) so long as the candidate will write up a personal reflection on the effect of 
the activity on their faith life and/or the Gospel motive for engaging in it. It may also be satisfied by 
participation in the Corpus Christi Catholic Community Youth Group. 

❖ Ordinarily the CP will be performed in conjunction with programs in their own parish, (Vacation Bible 
School counselors, choir members or musicians, lectors, altar servers, visiting the sick or elderly, etc.). The 
candidates may have some idea of a ministry that will appeal to a group of friends and that will enrich the 
church and the wider community as well. 

Saint Report: 
❖ Regardless of your decision to choose to affirm your Baptismal name or to choose a new name for 

Confirmation you should really know something about the saint whose name you have or have chosen. 
Some of you will find out that your name is not a saint’s name…yet. Now the pressure is on you to 
become one.  

❖ You may also wish to do research at: 
http://saints.sqpn.com/  
http://www.catholic.org/saints/stindex.php 
http://www.americancatholic.org/features/saints/ByName.aspx  

❖ I suggest that you read the lives of the saints first, identify some saint or Old Testament hero’s life that you 
admire and that will guide you to the name that’s “just right” for you. Please don’t try to find the most 
unusual name in the list or the name of your favorite celebrity, unless that happens to be Pope Francis. 
Enclosed you will find an information sheet, which you are asked to complete in order to become more 
familiar with your chosen saint.  

“What being confirmed means to me…”: 
❖ The candidates are asked to write a two-three paragraph response as to “What being confirmed means to 

me and why I want to be confirmed. 

Failure to submit the necessary work requirements by the Confirmation retreat will result in the 
candidate not being confirmed. 

The date and place of this year’s Confirmation ceremony is: Friday, May 21, 2021 at 7:00pm in the Church of 
Saint Joseph, Willimantic.  (Please note that this date is tentative as issues surrounding COVID-19 could cancel or 
put everything on hold again.)   

Questions on all this and anything else relating to the Confirmation Prep may be directed to 
confirmation.corpuschristi@gmail.com 
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